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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze historical greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions worldwide, leverag-
ing a dataset provided by (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023). Employing mathematical model-
ing, a formal theory is developed, describing the growth trajectories of GHG emissions over
time. The theory introduces several key concepts including continuous emission process
(CEP), discrete emission process (DEP), historical upper bound emission (HUBE), histor-
ical peak emission (HPE), rapid growing emission (RGE), rapid shrinking emission (RSE),
pivotal periods (piviods), historical expected growth rate (HEGR) and conditional histor-
ical bound space (CHBS), pinpointing important periods and numerical measures related
to a country’s GHG emission growth. A notable invention in the theory is the concept of
piviods developed from the concept of Lipschitz continuity and short map in mathematical
analysis, highlighting a country’s transition from slow to rapid GHG emission growth and
vice versa. Additionally, machine learning algorithms and computer algebra systems are
also utilized in the computational implementation of the theory, enhancing the robustness
and efficiency. Our findings reveal valuable insights into historical GHG emissions, offering
a novel approach to their analysis and bridging the gap between formal mathematics and
environmental science.
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1 Introduction

One of the key physical factors supporting life on Earth is the greenhouse effect (GHE) within
Eart’s atmosphere. The sun emits shortwave radiation as a result of nuclear fusion reactions at its
core, which travels through space and reaches Eart. Some of this radiation is reflected by Eart’s
atmosphere, while the rest is absorbed. The absorbed shortwave radiation easily penetrates
Eart’s atmosphere and reaches Eart’s surface, providing essential energy for life. However, the
received radiation is subsequently re-emitted back into space by Eart in the form of longwave
radiation. As this re-emission travels outward, some of the radiation is trapped and absorbed by
greenhouse gases (GHGs), which is then re-emitted back into Eart’s atmosphere, warming both
the atmosphere and Eart’s surface. This phenomenon is known as the greenhouse effect (GHE)
(Treut et al., 2007). Without the greenhouse effect, Eart’s average temperature would be much
colder (Treut et al., 2007), rendering it inhospitable for most life forms on the planet. A notable
example of a severe greenhouse effect is the atmosphere of planet Venus.

Among the gases classified as GHGs are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide
(N2O), nitrogen trifluoride (NF3), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (Treut et al., 2007). Carbon
dioxide CO2 is a naturally occurring gas and an essential component of Earth’s atmosphere,
released and absorbed through natural processes such as respiration (Patel et al., 2022), photo-
synthesis, and volcanic activity. Methane (CH4) is also naturally occurring, produced by various
processes, including the decay of organic matter in anaerobic conditions and the digestive pro-
cesses of certain microbes and animals (Thiel, 2018). Nitrous oxide (N2O), another naturally
occurring GHG, is produced by both natural and human-related activities, including microbial
processes in soils and oceans (Sloss, 1992) and combustion processes. In contrast, nitrogen triflu-
oride (NF3) (Henderson and Woytek, 2000) and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (Dervos and Vassilou,
2000) are synthetic GHGs, manufactured through industrial processes and not naturally occur-
ring in Eart’s atmosphere. They are produced for specific industrial purposes (Henderson and
Woytek, 2000; Dervos and Vassilou, 2000).

The primary issue today is the substantial increase in greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations
in Eart’s atmosphere, driven by industrialization and various human activities (Treut et al.,
2007). This surge has led to a phenomenon known as global warming (GW), characterized by a
significant rise in surface temperatures (Treut et al., 2007). The consequences of global warming
are far-reaching, encompassing extreme changes in Earth’s climate, alterations in precipitation
patterns, the proliferation of more frequent and severe heatwaves, and an increase in the average
sea level due to the melting of polar ice (Treut et al., 2007). These impacts have resulted in
disasters at various locations around the world, posing imminent dangers to life forms on Earth.

Addressing the greenhouse effect (GHE) to prevent catastrophic outcomes begins with the
maintenance of greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in Eart’s atmosphere. While this under-
taking proves to be challenging, the potential threats to life on Earth escalate without proactive
efforts to stabilize the GHE. Exploring insights derived from historical data on GHG emissions
is integral to these efforts, offering a potentially more effective approach to the case.

Insights such as the periods in which a country reached the historical maximum concentration
of GHE, or experienced the highest growth rate of GHE, or started to produce exponential GHE,
and the historical growth rate of GHE are important information which would help the efforts
in maintaining GHG concentrations. These information could be integrated with historical
activities of countries to figure out the accurate causes of exponential growth of emissions.

The main question to be answered by this paper is the rigorous method in determining
these insights from the historical dataset of GHG emissions. Therefore, we develop a rigorous
mathematical theory to answer this question. The dataset which will become the basis of the
investigation is the GHE dataset provided by (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023).

2 Overview of Datasets: GHGs Emissions

In this paper, we leverage a GHGs emissions dataset obtained from (Gütschow and Pflüger,
2023) with the methodology provided by (Gütschow et al., 2016). Our preprocessing involved
meticulous steps, including data cleansing to address missing values, such as certain early years
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lacked records of GHGs concentrations for specific countries. We also conducted feature selection
to retain only the essential features in the post-processing phase. The Pyhon library Pandas
(pandas development team, 2020) is incorporated in the data preprocessing and the Python
library Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) is employed for data visualization.

Figure 1: Top ten countries with emissions

Figure 1 illustrates the plots of top ten countries by the total GHG emissions, plotted based
on types of GHG. The data shows that China, USA, India, Russia, Brazil, Great Britain, France,
Germany, Indonesia and Ukraine are top ten countries with largest total emissions of methane
(CH4). The countries USA, China, Russia, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, India, France,
Ukraine and Canada are the top ten total emitters of carbon dioxide (CO2). The countries
USA, China, Russia, Brazil, India, France, Germany, Ukraine, Argentina and Great Britain are
the top ten total emitters of nitrous oxide (N2O). The countries Japan, USA, China, Singapore,
Italy, Malaysia, France, Germany, Ireland and Austria are the top ten total emitters of nitrogen
trifluoride (NF3). Then the countries China, USA, Japan, Germany, South Korea, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, Canada, France and Russia are the top ten total emitters of ulfur hexafluoride (SF6).
The consistent countries sitting on the top ten of total emitters of all these GHGs include USA,
China, France and Germany. We will dig deeper insights related to GHG emissions on subsequent
sections.

3 Mathematical Framework and Algorithms

The aim of this research is exploring the historical dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023) of
GHGs emissions to gain insights. A systematic approach to this aim is by modelling the dataset
into a formal mathematical language. It would be much more convenient if we can express the
historical GHGs concentrations as deterministic functions with respect to time, moreover, if such
functions are continuously differentiable. With this property, we can analyse the rate of change
of GHGs concentrations in a nicer manner by applying machinery of real analysis (Rudin, 1964).
The rate of change will represent the growth of the GHGs emissions over time. This approach
will also help us identify pivotal years of countries experiencing exponential growths of GHEs.

First, we will develop a formal mathematical model related to the dataset (Gütschow and
Pflüger, 2023) and its structure by incorporating probability theory (Brémaud, 2020), measure
theory (Salamon, 2016), functional analysis (Kreyszig, 1978) and topology (André, 2020). In
particular, we will express the functions representing time-dependent GHGs concentrations as
a stochastic process (Brémaud, 2020). In addition, set theory (Brémaud, 2020) and first-order
logic (Bergmann et al., 2014) will be employed regularly as the formal language in the discussion.

3.1 Probability Theoretic Model of Historical Emissions

The records presented in the GHG emissons dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023) are yearly
GHGs concentrations as illustrated in figure 1, hence we have a discrete data. In our approach,
we will construct continuous functions representing the data in a time-dependent manner. For
a generality, suppose y0, ye ∈ N with 0 < y0 < ye < ∞ such that y0 represents the year of the
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first record in the dataset and ye represents the year of the latest record in the dataset. Let

T := [y0, ye] ⊂ R (1)

be the set (Stoll, 1963) representing the compact (André, 2020) time interval between the end
points of time in the dataset. Then a set

T̃ := {t ∈ T | ∃k ∈ N0[t = y0 + k ≤ ye]} (2)

where N0 := {0, 1, 2, . . . }, is the time points in the dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023). This
generality is intended to maintain the validity of the theory even if the dataset (Gütschow and
Pflüger, 2023) is periodically updated.

Note that there are two more components in the dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023),
namely the countries and the types of GHG. Let C be a set representing the countries in the
dataset and let G be a set representing the types of GHG in the dataset.

Suppose a probability space (Brémaud, 2020) (CG, C, P ) such that

CG := C ×G , (3)

P(CG) ⊇ C is a σ-algebra (Salamon, 2016) representing the event space on CG and P : C →
[0, 1] is a probability measure (Brémaud, 2020; Salamon, 2016). In the dataset (Gütschow and
Pflüger, 2023), we have a real-valued stochastic process (Brémaud, 2020) {X̃t}t∈T̃ with respect

to (CG, C, P ) such that X̃t(c, g) is the concentration of a GHG of type g ∈ G in a country c ∈ C
at a time t ∈ T̃ . It is worth emphasizing that the value of X̃t(c, g) is in the dataset (Gütschow
and Pflüger, 2023), for any c ∈ C, g ∈ G and t ∈ T̃ . On the other hand, what we are about to
construct is another real-valued stochastic process {Xt}t∈T which is a continuous approximation
to {X̃t}t∈T̃ . For the discussion in this paper, let us refer {X̃t}t∈T̃ to as the discrete emission
process (DEP) and {Xt}t∈T to as the continuous emission process (CEP). To shape the CEP
{Xt}t∈T , we propose the following postulate.

Postulate 1. The CEP, stochastic process {Xt}t∈T with respect to (CG, C, P ), satisfies the
following properties:

P1 The CEP is bounded everywhere, i. e.,

∀t ∈ T∀c ∈ C∀g ∈ G : |Xt(c, g)| < ∞ .

P2 The CEP {X̃t}t∈T̃ has well-defined first 3 continuous partial derivatives at every point in
the interior of T , that is,

∀t ∈ int(T )∀c ∈ C∀g ∈ G∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3}∃L ∈ R :
∂k

∂tk
Xt(c, g) = L ,

where int : P(R) → TR is the interior operator on the standard Euclidean topological space
(R, TR) (André, 2020).

3.2 Properties of Discrete and Continuous Emission Processes

Both the DEP {X̃t}t∈T̃ and the CEP {Xt}t∈T can be realized into multivariable functions

X̃ : T̃ × C ×G → R and X : T × C ×G → R (4)

respectively. And we have

∀t ∈ T̃∀c ∈ C∀g ∈ G : X̃(t, c, g) = X̃t(c, g)

for the DEP, and
∀t ∈ T∀c ∈ C∀g ∈ G : X(t, c, g) = Xt(c, g)
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for the CEP. These realizations will be convenient for a systematic construction of the CEP.
Now we will construct some measure spaces to which the realizations of the DEP and the

CEP are belonging. Let (T̃ , Ã, α) and (T,A, λ) be measure spaces (Salamon, 2016) on T̃ and
T respectively such that α : Ã → N is a counting measure (Salamon, 2016) on (T̃ , Ã) and
λ : A → [0,∞] is a Lebesgue measure (Salamon, 2016) on (T,A). In particular, Ã is designated
to be the power set (Stoll, 1963) of T̃ , that is, Ã := P(T̃ ). We will present some measure theoretic
properties of the DEP and the CEP with respect to (T̃ , Ã, α) and (T,A, λ) respectively. However,
let us first observe a notion in measure theory which relates to the properties of the DEP and
the CEP.

Definition 1 (Lp Space). Suppose a measure space (S,S, µ) (Salamon, 2016). Let p ∈ [1,∞).
A vector space (Roman, 2005) denoted by Lp(µ) is a vector space of Lebesgue p-integrable
functions (Salamon, 2016). A measurable function f : S → R has a property f ∈ Lp(µ) if and
only if (∫

S

|f |p dµ
) 1

p

< ∞

holds.

Another measure theoretic notion related to Lp-space and the DEP as well as the CEP is the
integrability of bounded everywhere measurable functions. This notion is formally presented in
the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let (S,S, µ) be a measure space. Let p ∈ [1,∞). And let f : S → R be a measurable
function. The statement

∀x ∈ S
[
|f(x)| < ∞

]
∧ µ(S) < ∞ =⇒ f ∈ Lp(µ)

holds.

Proof. Note that ∫
S

|g|dµ ≤ µ(S) · sup
x∈S

|g(x)|

holds for every measurable function g : S → R. Now suppose

∀x ∈ S
[
|f(x)| < ∞

]
and µ(S) < ∞ are true. Then there exists some B ∈ (0,∞) such that

∀x ∈ S : |f(x)| ≤ B .

It follows that
sup
x∈S

|g(x)| ≤ B .

Then we obtain ∫
S

|f |p dµ ≤ µ(S) ·Bp ,

which implies (∫
S

|f |p dµ
) 1

p

≤ p
√

µ(S) ·B < ∞ .

And follows from definition 1, the result above shows that f ∈ Lp(µ).

Let us now observe the very first measure theoretic property related to the DEP and the
CEP in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The measures α : Ã → N on (T̃ , Ã) and λ : A → [0,∞] are finite measures (Salamon,
2016).
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Proof. Since α by our definition is a counting measure (Salamon, 2016), meaning that

∀A ∈ Ã : α(A) = |A| ,

then we obtain
α(T̃ ) = |T̃ | = ye − (y0 − 1) = ye − y0 + 1 < ∞ ,

as there are only finitely many data points in the dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023). Thus,
α is a finite measure on (T̃ , Ã).

On the other hand, as designated, λ : A → [0,∞] is a Lebesgue measure (Salamon, 2016).
Suppose A ∈ A such that there exists some {Ai}i∈I with

A =
⋃
i∈I

Ai ,

where I is some countable index set, and A1, A2, . . . ∈ A are intervals on R (Rudin, 1964). Then
we have

λ(A) ≤
∑
i∈I

λ(Ai) =
∑
i∈I

supAi − inf Ai .

Follows from a property of measure (Salamon, 2016), we have

∀B,B′ ∈ A : λ(B) ≤ λ(B′) ⇐⇒ B ⊆ B′ .

And we will always have
∀B ∈ A : λ(B) ≤ λ(T )

since
∀B ∈ A : B ⊆ T .

Then we obtain

∀B ∈ A : λ(B) ≤ λ(T ) = supT − inf T = ye − y0 < ∞ ,

which shows that λ is a finite measure on (T,A).

Theorem 1 and lemma 1 are crucial for another measure theoretic property which directly
belongs to the DEP and the CEP respectively. In fact, they form bases for the proof of the
property which is presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let us fix a point (c, g) ∈ C ×G. Suppose some maps

X̃c,g := X̃
∣∣
T̃×{(c,g)}⊂T̃×C×G

: T̃ → R

and
Xc,g := X

∣∣
T×{(c,g)}⊂T×C×G

: T → R

such that
∀t ∈ T̃ : X̃c,g(t) = X̃(t, c, g)

∀t ∈ T : Xc,g(t) = X(t, c, g)

hold. Then the following properties also hold: (i) X̃ ∈ L2(α); (ii) X ∈ L2(λ).

Proof. First, we prove property (i). As designated earlier, Ã is the power set of T̃ , hence,
every subset of T̃ is a measurable set (Salamon, 2016). It guarantees that Xc,g is Ã-measurable

(Salamon, 2016). Note that the values of {X̃t}t∈T̃ in the dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023)
are all finite. Consequently,

∀t ∈ T̃ : |X̃c,g(t)| < ∞ ,

meaning that Xc,g is bounded everywhere. Lemma 1 asserts that α is a finite measure on (T̃ , Ã).
Hence, by theorem 1, Xc,g ∈ L2(α).
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Now we prove property (ii). Postulate P2 asserts the existence of partial derivative of Xt(c, g)
with respect to t, for every t ∈ T . In other words, Xc,g is differentiable. Since differentiability
implies continuity (Rudin, 1964), then Xc,g is a continuous function. As every continuous func-
tion is measurable (Salamon, 2016), then Xc,g is A-measurable function. Then by postulate P1,
Xc,g is bounded everywhere. Lemma 1 asserts that λ is a finite measure on (T,A). Hence, by
theorem 1, Xc,g ∈ L2(λ).

Lemma 1 asserts the finiteness of measures α and λ. While theorem 2 asserts that both
the DEP and the CEP are Lebesgue square-integrable functions (Salamon, 2016) with respect
to their measure spaces. These measure theoretic properties will be essential in the subsequent
formulation of the DEP and the CEP in terms of probability theory. Another observation is
provided in the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let us fix a point (c, g) ∈ C ×G. A restriction Xc,g|T̃ : T̃ → R defined by

∀t ∈ T̃ : Xc,g|T̃ (t) = Xc,g(t)

has a property Xc,g|T̃ ∈ L2(α). It follows from the fact that Ã is the power set of T̃ , implying
that Xc,g|T̃ is measurable, Xc,g|T̃ is bounded everywhere since Xc,g is bounded everywhere and

that α is a finite measure on (T̃ , Ã) and a consequence of theorem 1.

Let us refer Xc,g|T̃ in proposition 1 to as the approximate discrete emission process (ADEP).

Now we introduce some maps Pα : Ã → [0, 1] and Pλ : A → [0, 1] defined by

∀A ∈ Ã : Pα(A) :=
α(A)

α(T̃ )
(5)

and

∀A ∈ A : Pλ(A) :=
λ(A)

λ(T )
(6)

respectively.
We will present the first property related to Pα and Pλ in the form of a theorem. However,

we will first present the formal definition of probability measure and probability space (Salamon,
2016), since this definition will be a basis for the theorem.

Definition 2 (Probability Space). A probability measure (Brémaud, 2020) on a measurable
space (Ω,F) (Salamon, 2016) is a map P : F → [0, 1] which satisfies the following axioms
(Brémaud, 2020):

K1 ∀A ∈ F : P (A) ≥ 0

K2 P (Ω) = 1

K3 If {Ak}∞k=1 ⊆ F such that

∀i, j ∈ N : i ̸= j =⇒ Ai ∩Aj = ∅ ,

then

P

( ∞⋃
k=1

Ak

)
=

∞∑
k=1

P (Ak) .

The first probability theoretic property of Pα and Pλ is the fact that the two are probability
measures. This statement is formally presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. (i) The map Pα : Ã → [0, 1] is a probability measure on measurable space (T̃ , Ã).
(ii) The map Pλ : A → [0, 1] is also a probability measure on measurable space (T,A).
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Proof. (i) Note that α is nonnegative, then it can be guaranteed that Pα satisfies axiom K1.
From the definition of Pα, we obtain

Pα(T̃ ) =
α(T̃ )

α(T̃ )
= 1 ,

and hence Pα satisfies axiom K2. Axiom K3 is also an axiom of measure (Salamon, 2016), hence
α satisfies this axiom as well. Let {Ak}∞k=1 ⊆ Ã such that

∀i, j ∈ N : i ̸= j =⇒ Ai ∩Aj = ∅ .

Then we obtain

Pα

( ∞⋃
k=1

Ak

)
=

1

α(T̃ )
α

( ∞⋃
k=1

Ak

)
=

1

α(T̃ )

∞∑
k=1

α(Ak) =

∞∑
k=1

α(Ak)

α(T̃ )
=

∞∑
k=1

Pα(Ak) ,

which shows that Pα also satisfies axiom K3. Hence Pα is a probability measure on (T̃ , Ã) by
definition 2.

(ii) Measure λ is also nonnegative, then it can be guaranteed that Pλ satisfies axiom K1.
From the definition of Pλ, we obtain

Pλ(T ) =
λ(T )

λ(T )
= 1 ,

and hence Pλ satisfies axiom K2. Likewise, as axiom K3 is also an axiom of measure, λ satisfies
axiom K3. Let {Bk}∞k=1 ⊆ A such that

∀i, j ∈ N : i ̸= j =⇒ Bi ∩Bj = ∅ .

Then we obtain

Pλ

( ∞⋃
k=1

Bk

)
=

1

λ(T )
λ

( ∞⋃
k=1

Bk

)
=

1

λ(T )

∞∑
k=1

λ(Bk) =

∞∑
k=1

λ(Bk)

λ(T )
=

∞∑
k=1

Pλ(Bk) ,

which shows that Pλ also satisfies axiom K3. Hence Pλ is a probability measure on (T,A) by
definition 2.

In addition to theorem 3, (T̃ , Ã, Pα) and (T,A, Pλ) are probability spaces (Brémaud, 2020)
by definition 2. Another property of Pα and Pλ is presented in the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Follows from the definition of Pα and Pλ, we obtain

∀A ∈ Ã : Pα(A) =
α(A)

α(T̃ )
≤ α(A)

and

∀A ∈ A : Pλ(A) =
λ(A)

λ(T )
≤ λ(A) .

Hence it can be inferred that

∀A ∈ Ã : α(A) = 0 =⇒ Pα(A) = 0

and
∀A ∈ A : λ(A) = 0 =⇒ Pλ(A) = 0

showing that Pα ≪ α (Pα is absolutely continuous with respect to α) and Pλ ≪ λ (Pλ is
absolutely continuous with respect to λ) (Salamon, 2016). In this setting, 1

α(T̃ )
is the Radon-

Nikodým derivative (Salamon, 2016) of Pα, that is,

1

α(T̃ )
=

dPα

dα
,
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and 1
λ(T ) is the Radon-Nikodỳm derivative (Salamon, 2016) of λ, that is,

1

λ(T )
=

dPλ

dλ
.

In theorem 2 and proposition 1, we have shown that the DEP, the CEP and the ADEP are
Lebesgue square-integrable functions. It is interesting to observe whether the similar property
holds in terms of probability spaces (T̃ , Ã, Pα) for the DEP as well as the ADEP, and (T,A, Pλ)
for the CEP. The formal observation to this possible property is presented in the following
theorem.

Theorem 4. Let us fix a point (c, g) ∈ C ×G. The following properties hold:

i. X̃c,g ∈ L2(Pα)

ii. Xc,g ∈ L2(Pλ)

iii. Xc,g|T̃ ∈ L2(Pα)

Proof. We will prove the properties in this theorem simultaneously. Note that(∫
T̃

X̃2
c,g dα

) 1
2

,

(∫
T

X2
c,g dλ

) 1
2

,

(∫
T̃

(
Xc,g|T̃

)2
dα

) 1
2

< ∞

holds by theorem 2 and proposition 1. Then by the Radon-Nikodým properties of Pα and Pλ,
we obtain(∫

T̃

X̃2
c,g dPα

) 1
2

=

(∫
T̃

X̃2
c,g

dPα

dα
dα

) 1
2

=

(
1

α(T̃ )

∫
T̃

X̃2
c,g dα

) 1
2

≤
(∫

T̃

X̃2
c,g dα

) 1
2

< ∞

which proves property (i),(∫
T

X2
c,g dPλ

) 1
2

=

(∫
T

X2
c,g

dPλ

dλ
dλ

) 1
2

=

(
1

λ(T )

∫
T

X2
c,g dλ

) 1
2

≤
(∫

T

X2
c,g dλ

) 1
2

< ∞

which proves property (ii), and(∫
T̃

(
Xc,g|T̃

)2
dPα

) 1
2

=

(∫
T̃

(
Xc,g|T̃

)2 dPα

dα
dα

) 1
2

=

(
1

α(T̃ )

∫
T̃

(
Xc,g|T̃

)2
dα

) 1
2

≤
(∫

T̃

(
Xc,g|T̃

)2
dα

) 1
2

< ∞

which proves property (iii). Hence the theorem is proven.

In fact, the proof of theorem 4 can also be given from the facts that Pα and Pλ are finite
measures, the DEP, the CEP and the ADEP are bounded everywhere, and consequently the
DEP, the CEP and the ADEP are Lebesgue square-integrable functions with respect to their
probability spaces by theorem 1.

Theorem 4 implies that probability theoretic operations are well-defined on the DEP, the CEP
and the ADEP, including expectation, conditional expectation, covariance, variance, conditional
variance, standard deviation, conditional standard deviation and correlation (Brémaud, 2020)
with respect to probability space (T̃ , Ã, Pα) for the DEP as well as the ADEP, and probability
space (T,A, Pλ) for the CEP. This result is crucial in the construction of the CEP.
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3.3 Construction of the Continuous Emission Process

An approach we take to construct the CEP is by making use of polynomial functions with respect
to the time. The type of polynomial function that we use will be Bernstein polynomial (Lorentz,
2012), which offers a considerable accuracy and robustness. The formal definition of Bernstein
polynomial (Lorentz, 2012) is presented as follows.

Definition 3 (Bernstein Polynomial). Let n ∈ N. A Bernstein polynomial is a map f : R → R
defined by

∀x ∈ U : f(x) :=

n∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
βk,nx

k(1− x)n−k ,

where β0,n, β1,n, . . . , βn,n ∈ R with βn,n ̸= 0 are unknown constants and

(
n
k

)
is the binomial

coefficient of the the k-term, for every k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}.

The nice property of Bernstein polynomials is the smoothness property (Lorentz, 2012), which
implies 3-times differentiability (Rudin, 1964) of the polynomial. This property is consistent with
axiom P2 of postulate 1. Hence, we define the CEP by

∀c ∈ C∀g ∈ G∀t ∈ T : Xc,g(t) :=

p∑
k=0

(
p
k

)
βc,g,kt

k(1− x)p−k (7)

where βc,g,0, βc,g,1, . . . , βc,g,p ∈ R are unknown constants with βc,g,p ̸= 0 and some p ∈ N. Now
we need to establish the necessary condition for the CEP, which will be presented as a postulate.
However, we will need to construct some topology on T̃ . First, let us observe the following
definition.

Definition 4 (Open Ball Operator). Suppose a metric space (S, d) (André, 2020). Let (S, T )
be a metrizable space (André, 2020) with respect to (S, d). Let ρ > 0. An open ball operator of
radius ρ is a map Bρ : S → T defined by

∀x ∈ S : Bρ(x) := {u ∈ S | d(u, x) < ρ} .

And we call the set Bρ(s) an open ball of radius ρ centered at s, for any point s ∈ S.

Suppose a metric space (T̃ , d̃) (André, 2020) such that the metric (André, 2020) d̃ : T̃×T̃ → R
is defined by

∀t, u ∈ T̃ : d̃(t, u) := |t− u| . (8)

Note that d̃ : T̃ × T̃ → R as defined in expression 8 is a valid metric (André, 2020). Now let
(T̃ , T̃ ) be a metrizable space with respect to (T̃ , d̃) (André, 2020). The fundamental property of
(T̃ , T̃ ) is presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Topological space (T̃ , T̃ ) is in fact a discrete topology (André, 2020).

Proof. A topology is called discrete topology if it contains every subset of the underlying set
(André, 2020). In other words, a discrete topology is equal to the power set. To prove this
theorem, we need to show that every subset of T̃ is open (i. e., an element of T̃ ). Every
topology contains the empty set and the underlying set of the space (André, 2020), implying
that ∅, T̃ ∈ T̃ . Then, it is left to show that every nonempty subset of T̃ is open. And a set
is open in a metrizable space if and only it can be expressed as the union of open balls each
centred at each point in the set (André, 2020).

Let A ⊂ T̃ such that A ̸= ∅. Then, A must contains some points. As defined in expression
2, T̃ are integers in between 1750 and 2022 inclusive. Let ρ ∈ R such that 0 < ρ < 1. And we
have

∀a ∈ A : Bρ(a) = {t ∈ T̃ | d̃(t, a) < ρ} = {t ∈ T̃ | |t− a| < ρ} = {a} .
Then we obtain ⋃

a∈A

Bρ(a) =
⋃
a∈A

{a} = A ,
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which shows that A ∈ T̃ . Once again, this property holds for every A ⊂ T with A ̸= ∅. Hence,
every subset of T̃ is an element of T̃ . Consequently, T̃ is a discrete topology on T̃ .

The following proposition follows directly from theorem 5.

Proposition 3. Follows from theorem 5, we have that Ã = T̃ . Hence Ã is the Borel σ-algebra
with respect to T̃ (Salamon, 2016). It implies that every open ball Bρ(t) is Ã-measurable, for

some ρ > 0 and for every t ∈ T̃ .

The necessary condition for the CEP is presented in the following postulate.

Postulate 2. Let c ∈ C and g ∈ G. Follows from theorem 4, we have that X̃c,g, Xc,g|T̃ ∈ L2(Pα).
Suppose a map

MA : (0,∞)× L2(Pα) → L2(Pα)

defined by
∀w ∈ (0,∞)∀f ∈ L2(α)∀t ∈ T̃ : MA(w, f)(t) := E[f | Bw(t)] ,

where E[ · | · ] : L1(α) × Ã → R is the conditional expectation operator (Brémaud, 2020) with
respect to (T̃ , Ã, Pα). For some chosen w ∈ (0,∞), with the degree p ∈ R of the CEP Bernstein
polynomial (Lorentz, 2012), there exists some considerably small ρ > 0 such that∥∥∥MA(w, X̃c,g)−Xc,g|T̃

∥∥∥2
2:MA(w,X̃c,g)−E[MA(w,X̃c,g)]

≤ ρ

holds, where E : L1(Pα) → R is the expectation operator (Brémaud, 2020), and ∥·∥2:r : L2(Pα) →
R is the r-norm operator (Purnawan, 2023) with

r := MA(w, X̃c,g)− E[MA(w, X̃c,g)]

in our case.

In a shorter language, the necessary condition for the CEP is that the ADEP shall be ρ-
reliable with respect to the DEP (Purnawan, 2023), for some small ρ > 0. Note that the ADEP
is in fact a restriction of the CEP on T̃ . This condition will maintain the explainability of
the CEP with respect to the dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023). And postulate 2 helps us
find the best value of the polynomial degree p of the CEP given the value of w, which will be
determined in practice.

3.4 Properties of the Continuous Emission Process

With the proposed postulates (postulate 1 and postulate 2) imposed on the CEP, historical
insights regarding the GHGs and the GHEs can be inferred rigorously and systematically. In
this section, we will present formal definitions regarding these historical insights.

The first property will be the time in which the historical maximum GHE occured in a
country, which is a very natural observation. We will call such a time the ”historical upper
bound emission” (HUBE). The formal definition is presented as follows.

Definition 5 (Historical Upper Bound Emission). Let c ∈ C and g ∈ G. The time of historical
upper bound emission (HUBE) of a country c of GHG g is a point tub ∈ T such that

tub = argmax
t∈T

Xc,g(t) .

Note that Xc,g is bounded everywhere by axiom P1. Hence, Xc,g attains a global maximum
(Rudin, 1964). Let ρ > 0. And the 2ρ-period of HUBE is an open ball Bρ(tub).

It is always more convenient to make a reference to the period of HUBE than the time of
HUBE, since the true time of HUBE might not be exactly at the one computed due to the fact
that the polynomial approximation for the CEP with respect to the DEP is a smoothing process.
Another property of the CEP closely related to HUBE is presented in the following definition.
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Definition 6 (Historical Peak Emission). Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG g ∈ G. A point
tp ∈ int(T ) is called the time of historical peak emission (HPE) if and only if tp is also the time
of HUBE. Let ρ > 0. We call an open ball Bρ(tp) the 2ρ-period of HPE if and only if tp ∈ int(T )
is the time of HPE.

If we observe definitions 5 and 6, we can see that both the time and the period of HPE is both
the time and the period of HUBE. In this sense, HPE is a stronger notion than HUBE. Also, the
CEPs of some countries with some GHG types may not be equipped with HPE periods. Such
a condition happens when either the emission in the country is still increasing or the emission
in the country is decreasing from the first time of the record. Empirically, the former is most
likely true than the latter. A very important property of HPE related to HUBE is presented in
the following proposition.

Proposition 4. Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG g ∈ G. Suppose tp ∈ int(T ) is the time of
HPE. By definition 6, tp is also the time of HUBE. Then

∀h > 0 :
X(tp + h, c, g)−X(tp, c, g)

h
≤ 0

and

∀h < 0 :
X(tp + h, c, g)−X(tp, c, g)

h
≥ 0

necessarily hold. Then we obtain the limits

∂

∂t+p
X(tp, c, g) = lim

h→0+

X(tp + h, c, g)−X(tp, c, g)

h
≤ 0

and
∂

∂t−p
X(tp, c, g) = lim

h→0−

X(tp + h, c, g)−X(tp, c, g)

h
≥ 0 .

Note that Xc,g is 3-times differentiable with respect to the time domain by axiom P2 of postulate
1. It implies that the limit shall exist and the right hand side and the left hand side limits above
shall agree. Hence

∂

∂tp
X(tp, c, g) =

∂

∂t−p
X(tp, c, g) =

∂

∂t+p
X(tp, c, g) = 0

holds.

Proposition 4 can be used to characterize the HPE of a CEP. The subsequent definition is
regarding the period of rapid growing emission and the period of rapid shrinking emission. The
formal definition is presented as follows.

Definition 7 (Periods of Rapid Growing and Shrinking Emissions). Suppose a country c ∈ C
and a GHG g ∈ G. We define as follows:

i. A point tg ∈ int(T ) is called the time of rapid growing emission (RGE) if and only if

Tg :=

{
t ∈ int(T )

∣∣∣∣ ∂

∂t
X(t, c, g) > 0 ∧ ∂2

∂t2
X(t, c, g) = 0

}
∧ Tg ̸= ∅

and
tg = arg sup

t∈Tg

X(t, c, g)

holds.

ii. Let ρ > 0. We call an open ball Bρ(tg) the 2ρ-period of RGE if and only if tg ∈ int(T ) is
the time of RGE.
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iii. A point ts ∈ int(T ) is called the time of rapid shrinking emission (RSE) if and only if

Ts :=

{
t ∈ int(T )

∣∣∣∣ ∂

∂t
X(t, c, g) < 0 ∧ ∂2

∂t2
X(t, c, g) = 0

}
∧ Ts ̸= ∅

and
ts = arg sup

t∈Ts

X(t, c, g)

holds.

iv. Let ρ > 0. We call an open ball Bρ(ts) the 2ρ-period of RSE if and only if ts ∈ int(T ) is
the time of RSE.

Note that both RGE and RSE may not exist for some country and GHG type. If both do
exist, it is not always the case that the time of RGE is less than the time of RSE according to
the theory we have developed. However, emipirically it may be the case. An important relation
of HPE with both RGE and RSE is presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Suppose some country c ∈ C and some GHG g ∈ G. Suppose both RGE and RSE
exist for Xc,g. Let Bρg

(tg) and Bρs
(ts) be the 2ρg-period of RGE and the 2ρs-period of RSE

respectively such that tg < ts. Then the period of HPE exists and

tg < tp < ts

holds where tp ∈ int(T ) is the time of HPE.

Proof. Let tub ∈ T be the time of HUBE. Follows from definition 7, we have

∂

∂ts
X(ts, c, g) <

∂

∂tg
X(tg, c, g) .

Note that tg is a critical point in terms of first partial derivative with a positive first partial
derivative which has the highest emission among such points. It implies tg ≤ tub. And ts a
critical point in terms of first partial derivative with a negative first partial derivative which has
the highest emission among such points. It implies tub ≤ ts. In other words, we have

tg ≤ tub ≤ ts .

On the other hand ∂
∂tX(t, c, g) is continuous on [tg, ts]. And by intermediate value theorem

(Rudin, 1964), there exists some u ∈ [tg, ts] such that

∂

∂u
X(u, c, g) = 0 .

Note that tub is the upper bound of the CEP, then it must be tub = u, since it must have zero
first partial derivative as the CEP is increasing when approaching tub and is decreasing when
leaving tub. Then by proposition 4, tub is the time of HPE, that is tub = tp, since it has zero
first partial derivative. And hence we have tg < tp < ts, which proves the theorem.

The subsequent definition is pivotal periods (piviods). Informally, a pivotal period is defined
as the period when a country reached an early stage of RGE or a transitional period when a
country entered the late stage of RSE. In determining piviods, we will implement the notion of
Lipschitz continuity (Searcóid, 2007), in particular, the notion of short map (Searcóid, 2007).
Therefore, we will first present the formal definitions of Lipschitz continuity and short map as
follows.

Definition 8 (Lipschitz Continuity). Suppose a function f : R ⊃ S → R. Let K > 0. The
function f is said to be K-Lipschitz continuous (Searcóid, 2007) if and only if

∀x, y ∈ S : |f(x)− f(y)| ≤ K|x− y| .

If f is K-Lipschitz continuous and K = 1, then f is referred to as a short map (Searcóid, 2007).
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Informally, Lipschitz continuity tells us the bound of steepness of a function at a point. This
property allows us to develop the formal notion to pinpoint the pivotal periods. The formal
definition of pivotal periods is presented as follows.

Definition 9 (Pivotal Periods). Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG g ∈ G. Suppose a map
ν : L2(λ) → L2(λ) defined by

∀f ∈ L2(λ)∀t ∈ T : ν[f ](t) =
f(t)− infu∈T f(u)

supu∈T f(u)− infu∈T f(u)
.

Note that ν is a continuous map (André, 2020). Also,

∀f ∈ L2(λ) : image(ν[f ]) = [0, 1]

holds. Suppose id ∈ L2(λ) is an identity map, that is,

∀t ∈ T : id(t) = t .

Note that id is continuous and bijective. Suppose another map Φ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] defined by

Φ := ν[Xc,g] ◦ ν[id]−1 .

Follows from the continuity of ν, id and Xc,g then Φ is also continuous (André, 2020). Let
tub ∈ T be the time of HUBE and let ρ > 0. Then we define as follows:

i. Suppose

u :=

{
tg : RGE exists and tg is the time of RGE

tub : RGE does not exist
.

Let
Si ⊆ (ν[id](inf T ), ν[id](u))

such that the restriction Φ|Si
: Si → [0, 1] is a short map. If Si ̸= ∅, then Bρ(vi) centred

at a point vi ∈ T is referred to as the 2ρ-increasing pivotal period (2ρ-inpiviod) if and only
if

vi = ν[id]−1(supSi) .

ii. Suppose

u :=

{
ts : RSE exists and ts is the time of RSE

tub : RSE does not exist
.

Let
Sd ⊆ (ν[id](u), ν[id](supT ))

such that the restriction Φ|Sd
: Sd → [0, 1] is a short map. If Sd ̸= ∅, then Bρ(vd) centred

at a point vd ∈ T is referred to as the 2ρ-decreasing pivotal period (2ρ-depiviod) if and
only if

vd = ν[id]−1(inf Sd) .

An important proposition related to the piviods and short map which will help us develop
the algorithm to identify piviods computationally is presented in the following proposition.

Proposition 5. Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG g ∈ G. (i) Assume that the inpiviod exists
for the corresponding CEP. Follows from definition 8 and part i of definition 9, an expression

∀x, y ∈ Si : x ̸= y =⇒ |Φ(x)− Φ(y)|
|x− y|

≤ 1

holds. (ii) Now assume that the depiviod exists for the corresponding CEP. Likewise, follows
from definition 8 and part ii of definition 9, an expression

∀x, y ∈ Sd : x ̸= y =⇒ |Φ(x)− Φ(y)|
|x− y|

≤ 1

holds.
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Some property related to HUBE, RGE, RSE and piviods is presented in the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 6. Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG g ∈ G. Suppose both inpiviod and depiviod
exist. Let Bρi

(vi) be the 2ρi-inpiviod. Let Bρs
(vd) be the 2ρs-depiviod. Follows from definition

9,
vi < tp < vd

necessarily holds, where tp ∈ int(T ) is the time of HPE. Since Xc,g is continuous, then by
intermediate value theorem (Rudin, 1964), existences of the time of RGE tg ∈ int(T ) and the
time of RSE ts ∈ int(T ) are necessary. And hence

vi < tg < tp < ts < vd

holds.

The notion of HUBE, HPE and piviods can be used to rigorously describe whether a country is
currently growing GHE of a certain GHG. The following proposition will present this observation
in a rigorous manner.

Proposition 7. Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG g ∈ G. Some rigorous insights about the
country c with the GHG g are presented as follows:

i. The country c is referred to as g-historically growing (g-HG) if the corresponding CEP has
not been equipped with HPE period, has only the inpiviod (without the depiviod), and
maxT is in the HUBE period.

ii. The country c is referred to as g-post extreme growth (g-PEG) if the corresponding CEP
already has the HPE period and has both the inpiviod and the depiviod.

The subsequent observation is the historical expected growth rate. This notion is a single
real-valued indicator related to the growth of GHE. In this matter, we will turn to the real
dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023) and use the DEP instead of the CEP to deliver the actual
value. The definition is presented as follows.

Definition 10 (Historical Expected Growth Rate). Suppose a map ∆ : L2(Pα) → L2(Pα)
defined by

∀f ∈ L2(Pα)∀t ∈ T̃ : ∆[f ](t) :=

{
f(t+ 1)− f(t) : t < max T̃

0 : t = max T̃
.

Note that by theorem 1, we have

∀f ∈ L2(Pα) : ∆[f ] ∈ L2(Pα) .

The historical expected growth rate (HEGR) is a map HEGR : L2(Pα) → R defined by

∀f ∈ L2(Pα) : HEGR(f) := E
[
∆[f ]

∣∣∣ T̃ \ {max T̃}
]
,

where E[ · | · ] : L1(Pλ)× Ã → R is conditional expectation operator (Brémaud, 2020).

Note that we define HEGR as a general operator on L2(Pα) in definition 10. In fact, its true
purpose will be applied to the DEP. A computable equivalent expression of HEGR is presented
in the following theorem.

Theorem 7. The expression

∀f ∈ L2(Pα) : HEGR(f) =
1

α(T̃ )− 1

(
f(max T̃ )− f(min T̃ )

)
holds.
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Proof. Let the map

Ã × Ã → [0, 1]

(A,B) 7→ Pα(B | A) =: Pα,A(B)

denote the conditional probability with respect to the probability space (T̃ , Ã, Pα). Note that

∀A,B ∈ Ã : B ⊆ A =⇒ Pα,A(B) = Pα(B | A) =
Pα(B ∩A)

Pα(A)
=

Pα(B)

Pα(A)

holds (Brémaud, 2020). Let f ∈ L2(Pα). Follows from the property of Lebesgue integral
(Salamon, 2016), the definition of conditional expectation as a Lebesgue integral (Brémaud,
2020) and the Radon-Nikodým property of (T̃ , Ã, Pα), we obtain

HEGR(f) = E
[
∆[f ]

∣∣∣ T̃ \ {max T̃}
]

=

∫
T̃\{max T̃}

∆[f ] dPα,T̃\{max T̃}

=
1

Pα(T̃ \ {max T̃})

∫
T̃\{max T̃}

∆[f ] dPα

=
1

Pα(T̃ \ {max T̃})

∫
T̃\{max T̃}

∆[f ]
dPα

dα
dα

=
α(T̃ )

α(T̃ \ {max T̃})
1

α(T̃ )

∫
T̃\{max T̃}

∆[f ] dα

=
1

α(T̃ )− α({max T̃})

∑
t∈T̃\{max T̃}

∆[f ](t)

=
1

α(T̃ )− 1

∑
t∈T̃\{max T̃}

f(t+ 1)− f(t)

=
1

α(T̃ )− 1

(
f(max T̃ )− f(min T̃

)
which proves the theorem.

In addition to HEGR, it is always convenient to perform conditioning on HEGR. That is, we
take a relative HEGR on some measurable subset of T̃ . The corresponding definition is presented
as follows.

Definition 11 (Conditonal HEGR). Conditional HEGR is a map HEGR( · | · ) : L2(Pα)×Ã → R
defined by

∀f ∈ L2(Pα)∀A ∈ Ã : HEGR(f | A) := E
[
∆[f ]

∣∣∣ A \ {max T̃}
]
.

An important property related to conditional HEGR is presented in the following theorem.

Theorem 8. Let I ⊂ T̃ be some interval of historical discrete time, that is,

∀x ∈ B1.5(t) : x ̸= t =⇒ d̃(x, t) = 1 ,

for every t ∈ I. Then the conditional HEGR given I is presented by

∀f ∈ L2(Pα) : HEGR(f | I) = 1

α(I)− 1

(
f(max I)− f(min I)

)
.

Proof. Note that T̃ is similar to I in the sense that T̃ is also a discrete interval. Then with
precisely the same method to that of proving theorem 7, the expression

∀f ∈ L2(Pα) : HEGR(f | I) = 1

α(I)− 1

(
f(max I)− f(min I)

)
will be obtained.
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The final observation regarding the CEP will be the conditional historical bound space
(CHBS), which is presented in the following definition.

Definition 12 (Conditional Historical Bound Space). Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG
g ∈ G. Then suppose a map b : L2(λ)×A → R which is defined by

∀f ∈ L2(λ)∀A ∈ A : b(f | A) := max
t∈A∩T̃

|X̃c,g(t)− f(t)|

We define as follows:

i. Conditional lower bound transformation (CLBT) is a map CLBT : L2(λ) × A → L2(λ)
defined by

∀f ∈ L2(λ)∀A ∈ A∀t ∈ T : CLBT(f | A)(t) := f(t)− b(f | A) .

ii. Conditional upper bound transformation (CUBT) is a map CUBT : L2(λ) × A → L2(λ)
defined by

∀f ∈ L2(λ)∀A ∈ A∀t ∈ T : CLBT(f | A)(t) := f(t) + b(f | A) .

iii. Conditional historical bound space (CHBS) is a triple (A,CLBT(Xc,g | A),CUBT(Xc,g |
A)), for any A ∈ A.

iv. Historical lower bound transformation (HLBT) is a map HLBT : L2(λ) → L2(λ) defined
by

∀f ∈ L2(λ) : HLBT(f) := CLBT(f | T ) .

v. Historical upper bound transformation (HUBT) is a map HUBT : L2(λ) → L2(λ) defined
by

∀f ∈ L2(λ) : HUBT(f) := CUBT(f | T ) .

vi. Historical bound space (HBS) is a triple (T,HLBT(Xc,g),HUBT(Xc,g)).

A natural consequence on the CEP related to CHBS and HBS is presented in the following
theorem.

Theorem 9. Suppose a country c ∈ C and a GHG g ∈ G. Suppose a CHBS (A,CLBT(Xc,g |
A),CUBT(Xc,g | A)) and HSB (T,HLBT(Xc,g),HUBT(Xc,g)). The following statements hold:

i. ∀t ∈ A : CLBT(Xc,g | A)(t) ≤ Xc,g(t) ≤ CUBT(Xc,g | A)(t)

ii. ∀t ∈ T : HLBT(Xc,g)(t) ≤ Xc,g(t) ≤ HUBT(Xc,g)(t)

Proof. We first prove statement i. Follows from definition 12, we have that

image(b) ⊂ [0,∞) ,

showing that
b(A) ≥ 0 .

Then by part i and part ii of definition 12, we obtain

CLBT(Xc,g | A)(t) = Xc,g(t)− b(A) ≤ Xc,g(t) ≤ Xc,g(t) + b(A) = CUBT(Xc,g | A)(t) ,

which proves statement i. Now we prove statement ii. Follows from the definitions of HLBT and
HUBT in definition 12 part iv and part v as well as statement i earlier, we obtain

HLBT(Xc.g)(t) = CLBT(Xc,g | T )(t) ≤ Xc,g(t) ≤ CUBT(Xc,g | T )(t) = HUBT(Xc,g)(t)

for every t ∈ T . Hence statement ii is proven.

With definitions, theorems and propositions related to HUBE, HPE, RGE, RSE, piviods,
HEGR and CHBS presented in this subsection, we will investigate these properties on the dataset
of the historical GHE (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023). In the subsequent section, we will describe
the algorithms built from this theory as well as its computational implementation in Python.
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3.5 Algorithms for Computing CEP and Its Properties

In practice, we use Python to compute the rigorous properties of CEPs including HUBE, HPE,
RGE, RSE, piviods, CLBT and CUBT. All these properties are represented as instance methods
bundled in a Python class. We leverage the numerical and symbolic computational power by
implementing Numpy (Harris et al., 2020) and SymPy (Meurer et al., 2017). In this section, we
will present the algorithms for these rigorous properties of CEPs. Notable considerations are
presented as follows:

i. In equation 7, we use a Bernstein polynomial to generate a CEP. However, the unknown
constants need to be determined. We use LinearRegression from Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa
et al., 2011) to determine these unknown constants.

ii. In computing critical points, such as when searching the time of HUBE, the time of RGE,
the time of RSE, if we use analytic approach we need to compute differential equations

(e. g., computing ∂
∂tX(t, c, g) = 0 for the time of HUBE, ∂2

∂t2X(t, c, g) = 0 for both the
times of RGE and RSE). One way we can perform in an analytic approach is by using a
computer algebra system (CAS) library in Python such as SymPy (Meurer et al., 2017).
However, there is a huge chance that we may end up with a computational catastrophe
and instabilities as the degree of CEP Bernstein polynomial gets very large. To avoid this
possible issue, we use a numeric method instead for this case.

iii. We will also use a numerical approach when computing the sets Si and Sd in definition 9
for piviods.

The algorithms for the rigorous properties are presented as the following pseudocodes.

Algorithm 1 CEP

Require: GHE dataset of c ∈ C and g ∈ G containing T̃ and X̃c,g ; n ∈ N, w > 0
Ensure: Xc,g

1: ML← LinearRegression(fit_intercept= False) ▷ (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
2: ε← maxt∈T̃ X̃c,g ▷ Setting ε with a huge number
3: k ← 1
4: while k ≤ n do

5: B ←
(
t 7→ {x ∈ T̃ | t− w < x < t+ w

)
6: y ←

(
t 7→ 1

|B(t)|
∑

u∈B(t) X̃c,g(u)
)

▷ Implementation of map MA in postulate 2

7: for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} do

8: Xi ←
(
n
i

)
ti(1− t)k−i

9: end for
10: Train ML on ((X0, X1, . . . , Xk), y)
11: ŷ ← ML(X0, X1, . . . , Xk)
12: if ε > ∥y − ŷ∥2:y−E[y] then
13: ε← ∥y − ŷ∥2:y−E[y]

14: p← k
15: end if
16: end while
17: Train ML on ((X0, X1, . . . , Xp), y)
18: (βc,g,0, βc,g,1, . . . , βc,g,p)← regression coefficients

19: Xc,g ←
(
t 7→

∑p
k=0

(
p
k

)
βc,g,kt

k(1− t)p−k

)
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Algorithm 2 HUBE

Require: T̃ , Xc,g , ρ > 0, δ > 0 ▷ δ shall be sufficiently small, e. g., δ ← 0.1
Ensure: tub, Bρ(tub) ▷ Definition 5

1: T ← [min T̃ ,max T̃ ] ▷ Compute with CAS
2: t0 ← min T̃
3: t1 ← max T̃
4: t← t0
5: tub ← t0
6: while t ≤ t1 do
7: if Xc,g(t) > Xc,g(tub) then
8: tub ← t
9: end if
10: if t+ δ > t1 then
11: t← t1
12: else
13: t← t+ δ
14: end if
15: end while
16: Bρ(tub)← (tub − ρ, tub + ρ) ∩ T ▷ Compute with CAS

Algorithm 3 HPE

Require: T̃ , Xc,g , ρ > 0, δ > 0
Ensure: tp, Bρ(tp)

1: T ← [min T̃ ,max T̃ ] ▷ Compute with CAS
2: tub ← time of HUBE ▷ Compute with algorithm 2
3: if tub /∈ {min T̃ ,max T̃} then
4: tp ← tub
5: Bρ(tp)← (tp − ρ, tp + ρ) ∩ T
6: else
7: tp ← None
8: Bρ(tp)← ∅
9: end if

Algorithm 4 RGE

Require: T̃ , Xc,g , ρ > 0, δ > 0 ▷ δ shall be sufficiently small, e. g., δ ← 0.1
Ensure: tg ∈ int(T ), Bρ(tg)

1: T ← [min T̃ ,max T̃ ] ▷ Compute with CAS

2: T̂ ← {min T̃ + kδ | k ∈ N ∧ kδ ≤ max T̃ −min T̂}
3: X′ ← ∂

∂t
X ▷ Compute with CAS

4: tub ← time of HUBE ▷ Compute with algorithm 2
5: tg ← None
6: t← tub − δ
7: while t > min T̂ ∧ tg = None do

8: if ∀x ∈ Bρ(t) ∩ T̂ : x ̸= t =⇒ X′(x) < X′(t) then
9: tg ← t
10: Bρ(tg)← (tg − ρ, tg + ρ) ∩ T ▷ Compute with CAS
11: end if
12: t← t− δ
13: end while
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Algorithm 5 RSE

Require: T̃ , Xc,g , ρ > 0, δ > 0 ▷ δ shall be sufficiently small, e. g., δ ← 0.1
Ensure: ts ∈ int(T ), Bρ(ts)

1: T ← [min T̃ ,max T̃ ] ▷ Compute with CAS

2: T̂ ← {min T̃ + kδ | k ∈ N ∧ kδ ≤ max T̃ −min T̂}
3: X′ ← ∂

∂t
X ▷ Compute with CAS

4: tub ← time of HUBE ▷ Compute with algorithm 2
5: ts ← None
6: t← tub + δ
7: while t < max T̃ ∧ ts = None do
8: if ∀x ∈ Bρ(t) ∩ T̂ : x ̸= t =⇒ X′(x) > X′(t) then
9: ts ← t
10: Bρ(ts)← (ts − ρ, ts + ρ) ∩ T ▷ Compute with CAS
11: end if
12: t← t+ δ
13: end while

Algorithm 6 Piviods

Require: T̃ , Xc,g , ρ > 0, δ0 > 0, δ > 0 ▷ δ shall be sufficiently small, e. g., δ ← 0.001
Ensure: Bρ(vi), Bρ(vd) ▷ Definition 9

1: ν[id]←
(
t 7→ t−min T̃

max T̃−min T̃

)
2: ν[id]−1 ←

(
x 7→ x(max T̃ −min T̃ ) + min T̃

)
3: T ← [min T̃ ,max T̃ ] ▷ Compute with CAS

4: T̂ ← {min T̃ + kδ0 | k ∈ N ∧ kδ0 ≤ max T̃ −min T̂}
5: Xmin ← mint∈T̂ X(t, c, g)
6: Xmax ← maxt∈T̂ X(t, c, g)

7: ν[X]←
(
t 7→ X(t,c,g)−Xmin

Xmax−Xmin

)
8: Φ← ν[X] ◦ ν[id]−1

9: tub ← time of HUBE ▷ Compute with algorithm 2
10: tg ← time of RGE ▷ Compute with algorithm 4
11: ts ← time of RSE ▷ Compute with algorithm 5
12: if Bρ(tg) ̸= ∅ then
13: ui ← tg
14: else
15: ui ← tub
16: end if
17: if Bρ(ts) ̸= ∅ then
18: ud ← ts
19: else
20: ud ← tub
21: end if
22: W ← {w0, w1, . . . , w 1

δ
} such that w0 = 0, w 1

δ
= 1 and

∀k ∈ {1, . . . , 1
δ
} : wk − wk−1 = δ

23: j ← 1
24: while j ≤ 1

δ
do

25: if |Φ(wj)− Φ(wj−1)||wj − wj−1|−1 ≤ 1 then ▷ Follows from proposition 5
26: if ν[id]−1(wj) < ui then
27: vi ← ν[id]−1(wj)
28: Bρ(vi)← (vi − ρ, vi + ρ) ∩ T ▷ Compute with CAS
29: end if
30: end if
31: if |Φ(w 1

δ
−j)− Φ(w 1

δ
−j−1)||w 1

δ
−j − w 1

δ
−j−1|

−1 ≤ 1 then ▷ Follows from proposition 5

32: if ud < ν[id]−1(w 1
δ
−k) then

33: vd ← ν[id]−1(w 1
δ
−k)

34: Bρ(vd)← (vd − ρ, vd + ρ) ∩ T ▷ Compute with CAS
35: end if
36: end if
37: j ← j + 1
38: end while
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Algorithm 7 HEGR

Require: T̃ , X̃c,g

Ensure: HEGR(X̃c,g)

1: HEGR(X̃c,g)← (α(T̃ )− 1)−1(X̃(maxT, c, g)− X̃(minT, c, g)) ▷ Follows from theorem 7

Algorithm 8 Conditional HEGR

Require: T̃ , X̃c,g , Discrete Interval I ⊆ T̃ ▷ Generate I with CAS

Ensure: HEGR(X̃c,g | I)
1: HEGR(X̃c,g | I)← (α(I)− 1)−1(X̃(max I, c, g)− X̃(min I, c, g)) ▷ Follows from theorem 7

Algorithm 9 b-Transformer

Require: T̃ , X̃c,g , f ∈ L2(λ), A ∈ A
Ensure: b(f | A) ▷ Ref. definition 12
1: b(f | A)← 0
2: for all t ∈ T̃ ∩A do
3: if b(f | A) < |X̃c,g(t)− f(t)| then
4: b(f | A)← |X̃c,g(t)− f(t)|
5: end if
6: end for

Algorithm 10 CLBT

Require: T̃ , X̃c,g , f ∈ L2(λ), A ∈ A
Ensure: CLBT(f | A)
1: b(f | A)← b-Transformer ▷ Compute with algorithm 9
2: CLBT(f | A)← (t 7→ f(t)− b(f | A)) ▷ Follws from part i of definition 12

Algorithm 11 CUBT

Require: T̃ , X̃c,g , f ∈ L2(λ), A ∈ A
Ensure: CLBT(f | A)
1: b(f | A)← b-Transformer ▷ Compute with algorithm 9
2: CUBT(f | A)← (t 7→ f(t) + b(f | A)) ▷ Follws from part ii of definition 12

Algorithm 12 HLBT

Require: T̃ , X̃c,g , f ∈ L2(λ)
Ensure: HLBT(f)
1: T ← [min T̃ ,max T̃ ] ▷ Compute with CAS
2: b(f | T )← b-Transformer ▷ Compute with algorithm 9
3: HLBT(f)← (t 7→ f(t)− b(f | T )) ▷ Follws from part iv of definition 12

Algorithm 13 HUBT

Require: T̃ , X̃c,g , f ∈ L2(λ)
Ensure: HLBT(f)
1: T ← [min T̃ ,max T̃ ] ▷ Compute with CAS
2: b(f | T )← b-Transformer ▷ Compute with algorithm 9
3: HLBT(f)← (t 7→ f(t) + b(f | T )) ▷ Follws from part v of definition 12
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4 Rigorous Insights of Historical GHG Emissions

The theory which has been developed in section 3 will be implemented for investigating insights
of historical GHG emissions for top 3 emitting countries of each GHG type. The computational
implementation of the theory is conducted using Python in IPython. The IPython file of the
computation is hosted on a GitHub repository which can be accessed on (Purnawan, 2024).

The top 3 emitting countries and the corresponding GHG types as extracted from the histor-
ical GHE dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023) is presented in table 1. We will now investigate
the HUBE, HPE, piviods, HEGR, the last decade HEGR, HLBT and HUBT of these countries
with respect the GHG types.

Table 1: Top 3 countries by GHE

Top 3 CH4 Top 3 CO2 Top 3 NO2 Top 3 NF3 Top 3 SF6

China United States United States Japan China
United States China China United States United States

India Russia Russia China Japan

4.1 Rigorous Insights of Top 3 CH4 Emitters

The properties of the CEPs of top 3 CH4 emitters are presented in table 2. While the rigorous
insights including period of HUBE, period of HPE, inpiviod, depiviod, HEGR, and the last
decade HEGR are presented in table 3. Note that we leave the decimal expressions in the year
intervals of period of HUBE, period of HPE, invipiod and depiviod. Then the CEPs, the HLBTs
and the HUBTs of these countries are illustrated in figure 2.

Table 2: Properties of CEPs of top 3 CH4 emitters

Country w of unit Years Polynomial Degree

China 3.00 30
United States 3.00 30

India 3.00 30

Table 3: Rigorous Insights of top 3 CH4 emitters

Country 10-Period of 10-Period of 10-Inpiviod* 10-Depiviod* HEGR Last 10 HEGR
HUBE* HPE* (Tons/Yr/Yr) (Tons/Yr/Yr)

CHN (2012.3, 2022] (2012.3, 2022] (1941.1, 1951.1) ∼ 180882.35 -120000.00
USA (1979.2, 1989.2) (1979.2, 1989.2) (1931, 1941) (1993.3, 2003.3) 95845.60 -130000.00
IND (2017, 2022] ∼ (1942.2, 1952.2) ∼ 52573.53 10000.00

*Interval of years in mathematical notation

As we can observe from the result that China has the period of HUBE in the past decade.
As HPE exists, it suggests that the peak CH4 emission has been attained. The pivotal period of
growing CH4 emission for China was during the early-1940s to the early-1950s as shown by the
piviod. Note that the resulting piviod is consistent with the illustration in figure 2, as the graph
of the CEP of China starts bending upward around 1940s to 1950s. There has not been the
depiviod for China, suggesting that the CH4 emission has not significantly decreased. While the
HPE does exist, it is still difficult to say that the CH4 emission starts decreasing. The existence
of HPE at the end of the record can be possibly caused by some fluctuations of China’s CH4

emission.
For the United States, the periods of both HUBE and HPE had occured a few decades ago,

during the late-1970s to the late-1980s. The pivotal period of growing CH4 emission was during
the early-1930s to the early-1940s as shown by the piviod, which is again consistent with the
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Figure 2: CEPs, HLBTs and HUBTs of top 3 CH4 emitters

graph of the CEP of the United States in figure 2. The depiviod had existed during the early-
1990s to the early-2000s. It is also evident from the graph that the United States has been
entering the decreasing period of CH4 emission, as also suggested by the negative value of the
past decade HEGR. Thus, follows from proposition 7, the United States is a CH4-PEG country.

For India, the period of HUBE was during 2017 to 2022, which was the recent time. While the
HPE has not existed yet, suggesting that the CH4 emission is expected to keep increasing. The
pivotal period of growing CH4 emission for India was during the early-1940s to the early-1950s as
shown by the piviod, which is also consistent with the graph of the CEP of India. Follows from
proposition 7, India is a CH4-HG country as it has only inpiviod and the time of HUBE was at
the latest record. The large value of the past decade HEGR also suggests the same conclusion.

4.2 Rigorous Insights of Top 3 CO2 Emitters

The properties of the CEPs of top 3 CO2 emitters are presented in table 4. While the rigorous
insights including period of HUBE, period of HPE, inpiviod, depiviod, HEGR, and the last
decade HEGR are presented in table 5. Then the CEPs, the HLBTs and the HUBTs of these
countries are illustrated in figure 3.

Table 4: Properties of CEPs of top 3 CO2 emitters

Country w of unit Years Polynomial Degree

United States 3.00 30
China 3.00 30
Russia 3.00 30

Table 5: Rigorous Insights of top 3 CO2 emitters

Country 10-Period of 10-Period of 10-Inpiviod* 10-Depiviod* HEGR Last 10 HEGR
HUBE* HPE* (Tons/Yr/Yr) (Tons/Yr/Yr)

USA (1999, 2009) (1999, 2009) (1909.6, 1919.6) ∼ 1.87×107 -2.7×107

CHN (2015, 2022] (2015, 2022] (1977.6, 1987.6) ∼ 4.25×107 1.80×108

RUS (1979.2, 1989.2) (1979.2, 1989.2) (1933.5, 1943.5) (1996.1, 2006.1) 5.88×106 -1.00×107

*Interval of years in mathematical notation

The period of HUBE of the United States with respect to CO2 emisison was during the
late-1990s to the late-2000s. Consequently, this period is also the HPE period since it was a
few decades ago. The piviod of the United States was during the late 1900s to the late 1910s.
Note that the resulting piviod is consistent with the graph of the CEP of the United States as
illustrated in figure 3. There has not been the depiviod for the United States. However, the huge
decrease of the past decade HEGR indicates the progress toward decreasing CO2 emissions.
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Figure 3: CEPs, HLBTs and HUBTs of top 3 CO2 emitters

China is still entering the period of HUBE with respect to the CO2 emission, which started
from 2015. The computation shows that the HPE exists. However, it is still too early to settle
the existence of HPE as changes may happen as the dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023) is
updated. The piviod of China was during the late-1970s to the late-1980s. This result is also
consistent with the graph of the CEP of China as illustrated in figure 3. The depiviod has not
existed. And China is still growing the CO2 emission as confirmed by the huge value of the past
decade HEGR which is roughly 4-times the value of the HEGR.

For Russia, the periods of HUBE as well as HPE were during the late-1970s to the late-1980s
which was around the last decade of the Soviet era. The inpiviod of Russia was during the
early-1930s to the early-1940s, which is consistent with the graph of the CEP of Russia in figure
3. The depiviod existed which happeed during the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s. Follows from
proposition 7, Russia is a CO2-PEG country as it has the HPE, and both the inpiviod and the
depiviod. It is also consistent with the huge negative value of the past decade HEGR.

4.3 Rigorous Insights of Top 3 N2O Emitters

The properties of the CEPs of top 3 N2O emitters are presented in table 6. While the rigorous
insights including period of HUBE, period of HPE, inpiviod, depiviod, HEGR, and the last
decade HEGR are presented in table 7. Then the CEPs, the HLBTs and the HUBTs of these
countries are illustrated in figure 4.

Table 6: Properties of CEPs of top 3 N2O emitters

Country w of unit Years Polynomial Degree

United States 3.00 30
China 3.00 30
Russia 3.00 30

Table 7: Rigorous Insights of top 3 N2O emitters

Country 10-Period of 10-Period of 10-Inpiviod* 10-Depiviod* HEGR Last 10 HEGR
HUBE* HPE* (Tons/Yr/Yr) (Tons/Yr/Yr)

USA (1978.7, 1988.7) (1978.7, 1988.7) (1926.2, 1936.2) (1989.5, 1999.5) 5804.41 4000.00
CHN (2013.6, 2022] (2013.6, 2022] (1948.7, 1958.7) ∼ 8139.41 5000.00
RUS (1977, 1987) (1977, 1987) (1935.1, 1945.1) (1999.6, 2009.6) 1017.65 4600.00

*Interval of years in mathematical notation

For the United States, the periods of HUBE as well as HPE with respect to the N2O emission
were during the late-1970s to the late-1980s. The piviod was during the mid-1920s to the mid-
1930s, which is consistent with the graph of the CEP in figure 4. The depiviod also existed
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Figure 4: CEPs, HLBTs and HUBTs of top 3 N2O emitters

which was during the late 1980s to the late 1990s. The recent times saw a fluctuational period
for the United States, as indicated by the positive value of the pas decade HEGR, while on the
other hand the country already has the depiviod. Follows from proposition 7, the United States
is N2O-PEG country.

The N2O emission for China has a similar circumstance with the country’s CH4 and CO2

emissions only with a different magnitude. The periods of HUBE as well as HPE were during
the recent times, and the emission is still increasing as indicated by the past decade HEGR. The
piviod for China was during the late-1940s to the late-1950s, which is consistent with the graph
of the CEP in figure 4. The depiviod has not existed.

For Russia, the N2O emission has a similar circumstance with the country’s CO2 emission,
only with a different magnitude. The periods of HUBE and HPE of Russia with respect to the
N2O emission was during the late-1970s to the late-1980s. The piviod was during the mid-1930s
to the mid-1940s, which is consistent with the graph of the CEP in figure 4. The depiviod
existed, which was during the late 1990s to the late 2000s. In the recent times, the N2O emission
for Russia is relatively fluctuating toward increasing, as indicated by the positive value of the
past decade HEGR. Follows from proposition 7, Russia is a N2O-PEG country.

4.4 Rigorous Insights of Top 3 NF3 Emitters

The properties of the CEPs of top 3 NF3 emitters are presented in table 8. While the rigorous
insights including period of HUBE, period of HPE, inpiviod, depiviod, HEGR, and the last
decade HEGR are presented in table 9. Then the CEPs, the HLBTs and the HUBTs of these
countries are illustrated in figure 5.

Table 8: Properties of CEPs of top 3 NF3 emitters

Country w of unit Years Polynomial Degree

Japan 3.00 50
United States 3.00 50

China 3.00 50

Table 9: Rigorous Insights of top 3 NF3 emitters

Country 10-Period of 10-Period of 10-Inpiviod* 10-Depiviod* HEGR Last 10 HEGR
HUBE* HPE* (Tons/Yr/Yr) (Tons/Yr/Yr)

JPN (2007, 2017) (2007, 2017) (1979.7, 1989.7) ∼ 0.15 -4.76
USA (2017, 2022] ∼ (1975.9, 1985.9) ∼ 0.13 0.31
CHN (2017, 2022] ∼ (1981.6, 1991.6) ∼ 0.14 1.92

*Interval of years in mathematical notation

The periods of HUBE and HPE for Japan with respect to the NF3 emission were during the
mid-2000s to the mid-2010s. The inpiviod was during the early-1980s to the early-1990s, which
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Figure 5: CEPs, HLBTs and HUBTs of top 3 NF3 emitters

is consistent with the graph of the CEP in figure 5. The depiviod has not existed. However,
Japan’s NF3 emission has been decreasing in the past decade as indicated by the negative value
of the past decade HEGR.

For the United States, the periods of HUBE with respect to the NF3 emission occurred during
the recent times. The period of HPE has not existed, meaning that the NF3 emission is still
increasing. The inpiviod happed during the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s. The depiviod cannot
occur, which is consistent with the absent of the HPE. The past decades HEGR indicates that
the United States’ NF3 emission growth rate is roughly 2.5-times greater than the HEGR. And
follows from proposition 7, the United States is a NF3-HG country.

A similar case applies to China, with the period of HUBE with respect to the NF3 emission
was during the recent times. And the period of HPE has not existed either. The piviod of China
was during the early-1980s to the early-1990s, which is consistent with the graph of the CEP
in figure 5. The depiviod has not existed. China is relatively increasing the NF3 emission, as
indicated by the large value of the past decade HEGR which is roughly 14-times the value of
HEGR. And follows from proposition 7, China is a NF3-HG country.

4.5 Rigorous Insights of Top 3 SF6 Emitters

The properties of the CEPs of top 3 SF6 emitters are presented in table 10. While the rigorous
insights including period of HUBE, period of HPE, inpiviod, depiviod, HEGR, and the last
decade HEGR are presented in table 11. Then the CEPs, the HLBTs and the HUBTs of these
countries are illustrated in figure 6.

Table 10: Properties of CEPs of top 3 SF6 emitters

Country w of unit Years Polynomial Degree

China 3.00 50
United States 3.00 50

Japan 3.00 50

Table 11: Rigorous Insights of top 3 SF6 emitters

Country 10-Period of 10-Period of 10-Inpiviod* 10-Depiviod* HEGR Last 10 HEGR
HUBE* HPE* (Tons/Yr/Yr) (Tons/Yr/Yr)

CHN (2017, 2022] ∼ (1993.6, 2003.6) ∼ 15.55 323.00
USA (1987.8, 1997.8) (1987.8, 1997.8) (1947.1, 1957.1) (2009.7, 2019.7) 1.21 -2.50
JPN (1987.4, 1997.4) (1987.4, 1997.4) (1949.5.5, 1959.5) (2010.2, 2020.2) 0.33 -0.80

*Interval of years in mathematical notation
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Figure 6: CEPs, HLBTs and HUBTs of top 3 SF6 emitters

China has the period of HUBE with respect to the SF6 emission during the recent times. The
HPE has not existed, giving a clear indication that the SF6 emission is still growing. The piviod
for China was during the early-1990s to the early-2000s. The depiviod has not existed. In the
last decade, China increased a considerable amount of SF6 emission, as indicated by the value
of the past decade HEGR which is roughly 21-times the value HEGR. Follows from proposition
7, China is a SF6-HG country.

The periods of both HUBE and HPE for the United States with respect to the SF6 emission
was during the late-1980s to the late 1990s. The inpiviod for the United States was during the
late-1940s to the late-1950. The depiviod has existed for the United States, which was during
the late-2000s to the late-2010s. Follows from proposition 7, the United States is a SF6-PEG
country. In addition, the United States’ SF6 emission significantly decrease in the past decades
as indicated by the negative value of the past decade HEGR.

A similar circumstances happened for Japan. The periods of both HUBE and HPE for Japan
with respect to the SF6 emission was during the late-1980s to the late-1990s. The inpiviod was
during the late-1940s to the late-1950s. The depiviod has existed which was during the early-
2010s to the early-2020s. Follows from proposition 7, Japan is also a SF6-PEG country. Japan’s
SF6 emission also decreased in the past decade as indicated by the negative value of the past
decade HEGR.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

We have demonstrated a rigorous and formal mathematical theory representing the historical
GHG emissions as well as its properties in section 3. Rigorous and formal treatments allow
us to designate novel concepts related the historical GHG emissions including HUBE, HPE,
RGE, RSE, piviods (inpiviod and depiviod), HEGR, conditional HEGR and CHBS. We have
also presented the algorithms for implementing the theory in the last subsection of section 3.

We have also conducted the computation for the analysis of the historical GHG emission
by implementing this theory. The rigorous insights of this analysis have also been presented in
section 4. It is evident that the theory, equipped with the versatility of formal mathematics,
allows us to determine historical periods related to the GHG emissions according to the dataset
(Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023) in an objective and unambiguous manner. A notable invention is
the method for determining the piviods (pivotal periods) by leveraging the concept of Lipschitz
continuity and short map (Searcóid, 2007).

An imperfection in this theory relates to the designation of the CEP using polynomial func-
tions as it suffers from Runge’s phenomenon (Runge, 1901). Runge’s phenomenon is the oscil-
lation at the edges of a domain interval of a function when approximated with a high degree
polynomial (Runge, 1901). In section 4, we can see the CEPs of Russia in figures 3 and figure 4,
Japan in figure 5, the United States and Japan again in figure 6 suffer from Runge’s phenomenon
at the edges of T . However, Bernstein polynomial (Lorentz, 2012) still offers a very good rep-
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resentation that makes the Runge’s phenomenon does not occur significantly and makes the
representations still reliable. In fact, we experimented earlier by making use of ordinary poly-
nomials and the effect of Runge’s phenomenon was tremendous and the resulting representation
was less accurate.

Another worth noting information is that the CEP requires a high degree Bernstein polyno-
mial to make an accurate continuous representation for the DEP. In our case, the smallest degree
is 30 and the largest degree is 50, which could be computationally expensive if the algorithms
for the computation are not efficient. In our implementation, the performance is fair and is not
quite expensive.

A point worth emphasizing is that the CEP generally cannot be used to accurately perform
forecasting, since it is not the purpose of the CEP. The only purpose of the CEP in this paper
is for representing the DEP as a differentiable function and only for historical analysis. In case
one would use the CEP for a forecasting task, the CEP has to be properly treated further using
a forecasting technique such as time series analysis (Ihaka, 2005).

The earlier point also implies that the rigorous insights presented in section 4 are temporary,
meaning that these insights can change as the dataset (Gütschow and Pflüger, 2023) is updated
in the future. In such a case, the properties of the CEP such as the polynomial degree, the
unknown constants will also change based on the updated data and to obtain the new insights,
the analysis shall be reiterated.

In future work, we aim to find an alternative designation of the CEP that avoids drawbacks
like Runge’s phenomenon for polynomials and is computationally efficient. Despite these chal-
lenges, our theory offers a novel method for analyzing historical GHG emissions, bridging the
gap between formal mathematics and environmental science.
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